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Abstract: In Europe, the attention to efficiency and safety of international railway freight transport
has grown in recent years and this has drawn attention to the importance of verifying the clearance
between vehicle and lining, mostly when different and variable rolling stock types are expected.
This work consists of defining an innovative methodology, with the objective of surveying the
tunnel structures, verifying the clearance conditions, and designing a retrofitting work if necessary.
The method provides for the use of laser scanner, thermocameras, and ground penetrating radar to
survey the geometrical and structural conditions of the tunnel; an algorithm written by the authors
permits to verify the clearances. Two different types of works are possible if the inner tunnel surfaces
interfere with the profile of the rolling stock passing through: modification of the railroad track
or modification of the tunnel intrados by mean milling of its lining. The presented case study
demonstrates that the proposed methodology is useful for verifying compatibility between the design
vehicle gauge and the existing tunnel intrados, and to investigate the chance to admit rolling stocks
from different states. Consequently, the results give the railway management body a chance to
perform appropriate measurements in those cases where the minimum clearance requirements are
not achieved.

Keywords: railway freight transport; railway tunnel; vehicle gauge; lining milling; laser scanner;
GPR; thermocamera

1. Introduction

Rail transport involves a guided system dictated by the track structure. The rail track is a
layered system composed of the permanent way and the formation [1]. Mechanical and physical
characteristics of materials affect the design of the railway track structure [2], but many variables should
be considered for designing and managing a railway tunnel. Indeed, several constraints, arising from
both the presence of the train system and the morphology of the surrounding environment, should be
analyzed [3]. Many issues should be considered to verify the operation of the scheduled transport
system and ensure the performance in complete safety. The loading gauge with the sum of the clearance
(structure gauge) shall be verified against the existing tunnel inner surfaces. The verification of the
clearance between train and tunnel profiles which ensures safe movements underneath the structure.
The amount of clearance between the loading gauge and the structure gauge depends on the speed of
the train.

This issue is strictly current as a consequence of the liberalization of the European railway
sector so the size of the rolling stock can increase to allow the best performances of the freight trains.
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Indeed, the full opening of the rail freight and passenger transport to any operator requires proper
and extensive investigation along the route respect to geometrical, functional and economic issues [4].
As regard as the geometrical issue, the loading gauge has been defined for each national line at its
design phase. Therefore, the interconnection of passenger and freight lines requires the definition
and verification of standards necessary for circulating [5]. Particularly, the European Regulation
EU 913/2000 established nine international market-oriented European corridors to enhance and
facilitate rail freight transport [6]. Their implementation remains unsatisfactory [7,8], but on the other
hand it cannot be built without verification of existing infrastructures, as confirmed by the European
Standard EN 15273-3 [9], which refers to structure gauges. Indeed, the running together of high speed,
high traffic intensity, combined passengers and dangerous goods freight transportation, even within
long tunnels, could lead to unacceptable levels of risk. Therefore, the rail system should be verified
respect to the defined safety target [10] and general improvement in rail freight should be achieved.
To ascertain this, it is necessary to collect detailed technical information to achieve the best and fastest
results with the lowest possible time and costs [11]. As is the case for construction phase [12], the whole
tunnel intrados should be investigated to know the inner geometry of its surfaces: the laser scanner
(LS) technology permits to investigate both the roof and the profile of the wall using automated
systems [13–15], while the ground penetrating radar (GPR) technology permits to monitor the railway
platform profile [16].

Technical benefits of LS relief respect to the total station are [17,18]:

• LS allows downstream upgrading of points of interest;
• the acquisition process is automatic and not subjected to error by the operator;
• data capture times are considerably lower and therefore also the on-site downtime of operators is

reduced, ensuring human health and economic savings;
• Global Positioning System (GPS), inclinometer and compass are integrated in the LS and give

information about its position;
• LS provides a complete three-dimensional model and extraction of metric and constructive

details [19].

In addition to the exposed technical advantages, the use of LS positively affects logistics (it is
light and manageable, it reduces or even eliminates costs for site return), operating mode (stand-alone
solution, simplicity, and direct control of instrument) and timing of relief (rapid acquisition, up to
2.5 km/h, and wide angle of view). On the other hands, LS requires an incidence angle not less than
20◦ to obtain reliable results, therefore it can measure only up to 20 m in length of the tunnel from a
station, while a total station can measure up to 100 m in length from the same station; positioning
of a LS is more constrained than that of a total station; points clouds from different reliefs cannot be
compared or connected.

The GPR technique enables non-destructive and non-invasive detection and location of buried
objects using the phenomenon of electromagnetic wave reflection [20,21]: it allows the railway platform
investigation. The soil introspection is based on the ability of the instrument to emit radiofrequency
signals and to record echoes re-radiated by objects present in the subsoil, characterized by sufficient
size and electromagnetic properties different from the surrounding environment.

The results from reliefs superimposed to the expected loading gauge highlight any gaps in
clearance. If the inner surfaces of a railway tunnel interfere with the profile of the rolling stock passing
through, two different works are possible:

• the change of the tunnel intrados locally by mean milling of its lining;
• the variation of the track geometry, in particular the gradient, to increase the inner tunnel surface.

Whichever the measures of clearance defect and of lining thickness are, one or the other method is
adopted. The first alternative is possible only when the defect of clearance is at most half of the lining
thickness, otherwise, the structure would be excessively weakened. Overall, the Italian experience
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to date has shown that it is possible to erase not more than half lining thickness locally without
compromising the lining stability.

The second alternative is doable when the tunnel is almost in straight track or in the presence of
only one curve with a large radius.

The paper presents a methodology to survey the tunnel lining using LS and GPR, to prove
compatibility of loading gauges with existing tunnels, and, if necessary, to adapt the tunnel intrados to
the selected vehicle gauge. The methodology proposed in this study has been applied to an Italian
railway tunnel. The obtained results have shown the need for intervention, designed taking into
account the longitudinal distribution of gaps in clearance and the characters of the existing lining.
The method allows the rail infrastructure managers to implement appropriate strategies to achieve
requirements laid by the Union Internationale des Chemins de fer balancing often conflicting safety
and liberalization objectives (especially considering also different national standards) [22].

2. Methods

2.1. Surveying Methods

The LS technology represents an important evolution of surveying methods: it can be more
accurate than the traditional total station and guarantees many advantages over topographic
methods [23]. Laser scanners permit to produce quickly high-density point clouds [24,25],
which represent the external surfaces of the measured object (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Image of a railway tunnel obtained through laser scanning technique.

There are several technologies for digitally acquiring the shape of an object [26]. The main
classification divides LS into two categories: contact and non-contact ones. For civil engineering
purpose, the non-contact scanners are used because they do not probe the surface through
physical touch. They emit laser light and detect its reflection or radiation to probe the object.
Three types of non-contact LS are available: time-of-flight (TOF), triangulation, and difference of
phase-based instruments.

TOF devices find the distance of a surface by timing the round-trip time of a pulse of light. A laser
emits a pulse of light and a detector measures the time before the reflected light comes back. Since the
speed of light is known, the round-trip time determines the travel distance of the light. The accuracy
of TOF measures depends on the level of accuracy of time measures. Typical TOFs can capture data
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at a rate of 1000~10,000 points per second. TOF devices can provide useful data from as close in as a
meter, out to 5 km.

Triangulation-based devices consist of an infrared emitter, which shines a laser on a rotating
mirror which reflects the light to the object, and a Charge Coupled Device (CCD) camera receptor.
The distance between the emitter and the receptor (i.e., the basis in Figure 2) is known a priori.
The trigonometric solution of the triangle composed of the emitted infrared light, the object, and the
receptor permits to calculate the position of the object surface (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Basic setup for triangulation-based laser scanner.

This type of devices allows the relief of grey areas not scannable with TOF instruments; it is useful
to scan small objects not very far from the emitter.

Phase shift LSs allow the calculation of distances by mean the phase shift of emitted and received
waves, which is proportional to the distance between the scanner and the object (Figure 3); this method
requires reconstruction algorithms to obtain geometric information.

Figure 3. Phase comparison method of measuring distance.
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This device can capture hundreds of thousands of points per second; the density of the grid of
points detected is up to 0.6 mm at 10 m.

The longer-range scanning of TOF is the key benefit to use it for outside scanning, as done in this
research. During the experimental phase, optical/mechanical rotating systems sent the laser ray to
the tunnel intrados, varying the azimuth and zenith angles in discrete steps. Figure 4 shows a typical
image obtained from LS relief.

Figure 4. Image of a railway tunnel obtained through laser scanning technique.

In Figure 4, black areas (near the red arrows) reveal the presence of moisture and require
deepen evaluation of the lining status. For this purpose, the integration between LS point cloud and
tunnel inspection allows for identifying cracks, damages and defects on the observed surfaces [27,28].
In thermographic images, different colors represent different temperatures: they aid to understanding
the surface temperature gradients during the relief (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Comparison of LS and thermocameras images.

LS and thermocameras used together give information about characteristics of tunnel surfaces,
while the analysis of its structure requires also the investigation of the structure under the rail
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plane [29]. For this purpose, wide brand GPR antennas give radargrams: objects under the ground
result in hyperbolic anomalies on records due to their electric characteristics different from those of the
surrounding materials (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Example of a radargram.

Penetration of electromagnetic waves is closely related to attenuation: both variables heavily
depend on the soil conductivity; low-conductivity and homogeneous soils (e.g., compact rock, ice,
dry sand, etc.) allow deep penetration (up to tens of meters). In clayey, sandy and gravelly soils,
water and dissolved salts limit the penetration to a few meters. The choice of the transmission frequency
affects resolution and penetration of the GPR survey: high penetration is desirable, but it implies
low frequencies at the expense of the resolution and can imply operating limits in the antenna size.
In practice, the trade-off between penetration, resolution and size of the system consists in: frequencies
of 400–600 MHz for 150 cm deep surveys, while frequencies of 100–300 MHz for 300 cm deep surveys.
For the examined railway track, the antennas had the central frequency equal to 400 MHz. At the
end of the relief, data processing software allowed the elaboration and interpretation of survey data,
which are all geo-referenced having GPS both on LS and on GPR instruments. The GPS was integrated
with a precision odometer and with an Inertial Navigation System (INS).

2.2. Elaboration and Interpretation of Survey Data

The final results of LS and GPR reliefs have been modelled by means of the programming language
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) [30]. The authors wrote an algorithm which takes into account the
design loading gauge and the tunnel inner surfaces for a given railway alignment (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Flow chart of geometrical verification.

First verification of post-processing and data analysis showed a good reliability: the percentage
error in track gauge measurement is lower than 0.3%. The calculation code considers the position
of rail level and the cant, if it exists; the verification involves both upper vertices of the rectangular
loading gauge (points P1 and P2 in Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Variables of the loading gauge (for ρ > π and for ρ ≤ π).

The geometrical analysis of the rail track refers to a Cartesian system whose origin O coincides with
the reference point of the running surface. Three acute angles describe the considered vehicle gauge:

• α (P1OXP1): the angle between the segment P1O and the axis x;
• β: the angle between the segment P1O and the running surface (the top surface of the two rails at

any point of railroad track);
• γ (P2OP1): the angle between the segments P1O and P2O: it depends on the vehicle gauge;
• ρ: the angle between the running surface and the axis x: it depends on the examined cross section

and it is always positive.

γ and β can be respectively derived from Equations (1) and (2):

γ = 2 · arctan (B/2H) (1)

β = arctan (2H/B) (2)

where h and B are respectively the height and the width of the vehicle gauge.
Equations (3) and (4) present the mathematical relationships between ρ, α, and β:

α = β − (ρ − π) (3)

α = β − (π − ρ) (4)

where Equation (3) is valid when ρ ≤ π, and Equation 4 when ρ > π.
Finally, it is possible to obtain the coordinates (XP1; YP1) and (XP2; YP2) of the upper

vertices, respectively P1 and P2, of the vehicle gauge (Equations (5)–(8)) according to the defined
reference system:

XP1 = D · cos α (5)

YP1 = D · sin α (6)

XP2 = D · cos (α + γ) (7)

YP2 = D · sin (α + γ) (8)
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where D =
√
(B/2)2 + H2.

An iterative procedure verifies if P1 and P2 are underneath a polyline (red line in Figure 9) which
represents the linearized intrados and it is deducted from the LS relief.

Figure 9. Method to verify the point position of vehicle gauge relatively to inner geometry of tunnel.

The algorithm is composed of two-step verification which involves all consecutive pairs of points
of the polyline of the linearized intrados (e.g., A:(XA; YA), B:(XB; YB)), and each upper vertex of the
geometrical gauge (e.g., P:(XP; YP)):

• the procedure verifies if the coordinates of P satisfy Equations (9) and (10):

min (XA; XB) ≤ XP ≤ max (XA; XB) (9)

min (YA; YB) ≤ YP ≤ max (YA; YB) (10)

If both conditions are verified,
• the procedure verifies if the co-ordinates of P satisfy the condition (Equation (11));

YP ≤ SP =
XP − XA
XB − XA

·(YB − YA) + YA (11)

When Equation (11) is not satisfied, two alternatives are possible to solve the problem of
interference between the inner profile of the railway tunnel and the vehicle gauge:

• Alternative 1: consolidation and milling of the existing intrados coating, punctually in the sections
where Equation (11) is not satisfied without thereby altering the rail track geometry;

• Alternative 2: modification of the geometry of rail track, in the sections where Equation (11) is
not satisfied particularly considering the redesign of the gradient. It is important to note that the
re-design of the track profile entails change new vertical curves between the grade lines, but it is
forced by planimetric characteristics of the alignment: vertical curves should not be placed on the
transitional curves. Moreover, this works imply new excavations to enlarge the lower portion
of the tunnel and move the concrete invert slab downwards. For this purpose, geological and
geotechnical tests should investigate typology and strength of tunnel lining and surrounding soils.

The two alternatives imply important economic differences, which cannot be overlooked when
this type of works is planned. Indeed, the milling cost per linear meter can be up to 10 times more
than that of modification of the track (without moving the overall tunnel) (3700 €/m vs. 340 €/m) [31].
However, as aforementioned, the alternative 2 is possible only when the planimetric geometry of the
tunnel allows modifying the track profile without problems. In general, alternative 1 is always possible
because it consists in many single works of limited extension (from 1 m to 5 m). This method permits
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to detect the sections where the vehicle gauge is not satisfied respect to tunnel intrados; in the next
case study, the authors propose a work process to adapt the tunnel intrados to the selected vehicle
gauge using alternative 1.

3. Case Study

The exposed relief and analysis procedures have been applied for the analysis of an Italian railway
tunnel dug in a pyroclastic material typical of the Central Italy [32]. The structure is a 953 m-long
twin-tube tunnel, and it serves passenger and freight routes.

A railway wagon with GPS, one LS, three GPR antennas, and four thermocameras allowed the
relief (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Railway wagon used in the study.

The topographical survey of the railway track highlighted the presence of planimetric curves,
whose radii range between 905 m and 1020 m, which require cant up to 8 cm.

Figure 11 represents the considered loading gauge (i.e., P/C 80) [33]. The gauge P/C80
(also known Gabarit C) is the reference one to be adopted on the Trans European Network [5].

Figure 11. Loading gauge P/C80 (unit in m). Red lines represent the loading gauge along curve track,
green lines represent the loading gauge along straight track.
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For the examined gauge, D is 4.76 m, γ is 0.62981 rad, and β is 1.24803.
The obtained results show that in several tunnel sections the verifies performed for the upper

vertices of loading gauge show that there are not any clearance available and in some sections,
the loading gauges even intersect upon the intrados. Figure 12 shows such conditions detected in a
curve section.

Figure 12. Section of tunnel (unit in mm) where loading gauges intersect upon the intrados.

Due to the planimetric characteristics of the rail track under the tunnel, the modification of the
longitudinal profile is unsuitable: the vertical curves would be superimposed on planimetric curves,
and this is not admitted by the track alignment design parameters. On the other hand, the results
from GPR allowed for the possibility of reducing the lining thickness of the tunnel, the most expensive
solution between the two available ones. Indeed, the maximum interference thickness did not exceed
half of the lining thickness: the prerequisite for designing an intrados reprofiling was satisfied.

Hereafter the authors present the work process performed to adapt the tunnel intrados to the
selected vehicle gauge (Figures 13–19): in these figures, the lines in red represent the described works.
The paper does not detail the technical and mechanical characters of the intervention, which differ
according to the local conditions.

1. Cleaning of the intrados with high-pressure (400–500 bar) sand washers: this activity bared the
masonry surface, eliminated falling masonry parts, and pointed out further problems not found
during the inspections because hidden under the dirt (Figure 13)

Figure 13. Cleaning of the intrados with high-pressure sand washers.
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2. Diffused injections of cement grout mixed with acrylic resins for the consolidation of the excavated
surface; such intervention filled the void between soil and lining, which could cause asymmetric
loads in the lining arc (Figure 14). The grout holes were 2500–3000 mm deep into the soil;

Figure 14. Injections for the consolidation of the excavated surface.

3. Lining consolidation through resin and realization of a resistant 5 cm-thick layer between the
extrados and the soil (Figure 15) in the zone where the problems appear;

Figure 15. Lining consolidation with resin.

4. anchorage of the tunnel crown with 150 cm-long metal nails to limit radial loads where the
axial force of the lining was usually low, thus preventing failure for excessive flexural moments
(Figure 16);
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Figure 16. Reinforcement of the crown.

5. Realization of drainage system to collect groundwater: micro-slotted 3 m-long PVC pipes with
2.5 cm diameter have been inserted. Water captured from the drainage pipes shall be collected by
a series of transversal ducts along arch and piers, and conveyed in the central duct beneath the
tracks. Finally, the ducts were covered by a plastic waterproof layer, properly anchored to the
lining (Figure 17)

Figure 17. Realization of drainage system.

6. Realization of anchorages at the elevation of the running surface through passive bars: this work
ensured a constraint at the pier foot, in the event that the tunnel concrete invert materials were not
fully effective due to its degradation. This intervention constituted a prerequisite for modifying
the stress conditions through the subsequent works (Figure 18)
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Figure 18. Realization of passive-type bars at the piers foot.

7. Installation of additional 100 cm-long metal nails to improve lining strength at the edges of the
areas involved by the designed milling works (Figure 19)

Figure 19. Installation of metal nails in the areas involved in the designed milling works.

At the end of the seven activities above presented, the tunnel lining was point to point milled to
solve the interference verified in the first part of the study (Figure 20).

Figure 20. Point to point lining milling.
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Local reinforcement has been applied where the lining was milled to restore the strength of the
involved cross-section. Steel plates anchored with bolts (Figure 21) have been installed [34].

Figure 21. Point to point lining reinforcement.

Finally, the inner surface of the masonry lining has been covered with 5–8 cm-thick layer of
shotcrete reinforced with welded 10 × 10 cm, Φ 5 mm, steel mesh.

The described intervention does not concern the position and the size of the outer profile of
the tunnel, which could require lining demolition (especially the tunnel invert), further excavation,
waterproofing and consolidation work. Indeed, the preliminary milling operations involve only the
waterproofing of the ground-lining interface, as well as the consolidation of the existing structures
which constitute the tunnel. These processes are also put in place to solve problems related to
groundwater infiltration from existing lining. Moreover, the track downhill operation leads to a
complete interruption of the railway line, resulting in significant repercussions on users. On the
contrary, nighttime train traffic interruptions (usually 4 h/night) are enough to perform milling
works. Therefore, these activities do not affect the circulation of rolling stock and the line has no
unfavorable repercussions.

On the other hand, the milling strategy is only profitable for spot interference sections: the track
downhill operation is most necessary when interferences are evenly distributed over very long sections
of the tunnel.

The experimental data obtained in the study can contribute to define a probabilistic approach
for prediction of tunnel size, and clearance, along other railway lines. Indeed, the method of
expansion by Hermite chaos polynomials of the measurements data set is currently under investigation
in order to predict different physical characteristics (e.g., flutter speed of pedestrian bridges and
aeroelastic coefficients of bridge decks) [35–37]. This approach could lead to a risk assessment,
whose results can highlight the most hazardous conditions, and address the railway management
body to appropriate measures.

4. Conclusions

Although in Europe the interest for liberalizing the railway sector has grown fast over the years,
and corridors have been established to enhance rail transport, there is still a need to apply a common
standardization of vehicle and structure gauge. Therefore, geometrical evaluations should be carried
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out to verify if the greater freedom of access to the infrastructure and the full opening of the rail freight
and passenger transport are possible through the existing tunnels.

This paper presents an on-site and analytical method defined by the authors to describe the inner
tunnel surfaces and the vehicle gauge. LS, thermocamera, GPS and GPR are technologies used to
survey the geometrical conditions of the tunnel lining. An algorithm written by the authors allow
the interpretation of the geo-referenced results, in particular for the inner profile with respect to the
selected vehicle gauge.

The results permit to verify if cross sections comply with the standards. When the tunnel lining
interferes with the geometrical gauge, two alternatives of interventions are possible: consolidation
and milling of the intrados coating, or geometric modification of the railway track. The former is
convenient when the point to point cross sections are not verified; the latter when continuative and
long stretches are not verified.

In the examined railway tunnel, the authors designed consolidation and milling of the existing
lining. Seven preliminary works were necessary before milling: they involved the existing masonry
lining, water drainage and all structural elements that would have been suffered from stress
accommodation as consequence of the lining milling.

The adopted procedure is simpler than the modification of a rail track: it does not concern the
position of the tunnel in the soil, which would require further waterproofing and consolidation works,
moreover it does not require the complete interruption of the railway line because often nighttime
train traffic interruptions are enough to perform these works. On the other hand, this type of work has
a cost per linear meter up to 10 times more than that of modification of the track.

This study points out technical solutions for railway tunnel adjustment as consequence of
the policy of liberalization of the passenger service and the promotion for the freight transport.
The verification processes herein presented could be used by railway agencies to support
decision-making processes during strategic feasibility analyses. Moreover, the methodology could be
applied also for road tunnels.
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